Laboratory 1– CE 321
Bushkill Stream Monitoring Sites

Sample Locations
Following are descriptions of the nine sampling locations, from downstream to upstream (please note: poison ivy, ticks, and various bothersome insects are common along Bushkill Creek!):

- Just upstream of the dam (Gauge 1) above 3rd Street (#1)
  (at the base of College Hill, behind Jac & Co)

- 25th Street tributary at the bridge in Lower Hackett Park (#25 or 1a)
  (along Wood Avenue, through the stone arch, park across the stream)

- Catch-and-Release area downstream of Binney & Smith (#2)
  (along Bushkill Drive, between the light at 13th Street and Edgewood Ave - there is a wide pullout and a wooden "Catch-and-Release Area" sign, go down the path through the woods)

- Shoeneck Creek at its confluence with the Bushkill (#3a)
  Bushkill Creek just above the Shoeneck mouth (#3b)
  (these two adjacent sites are along Bushkill Drive between Binney & Smith and Tatamy – look for the stumps along the road. There is a paved path and footbridge over the creek, then a small path to the left)

- Gauge 2 on Bushkill Street bridge at Tatamy (#4)
  (sample on the downstream side of the bridge)

- Little Bushkill Creek at Stockertown Borough Park (#5)
  (there is a gravel parking area along Sullivan Trail just before the bridge as you enter Stockertown)

- Above footbridge at Jacobsburg SP main parking area/visitor center (#6)
  (there is a small path through the bushes from the first parking spaces - sample where a large oak tree overhangs the stream)

- Sobers Run under concrete bridge next to stone bridge in Jacobsburg SP (#7) (north of the Jacobsburg Park Office - there is a trailhead parking area on the left. Walk down the path between the two bridges to some concrete slabs below the concrete bridge)
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